
Class Supply List for Night Watchman  

Taught by Lisa Norton 

 

Night Watchman pattern by Material Girlfriends will be given at 

first class 

Sewing machine in good working condition, plus sewing machine’s 

instruction manual 

Rotary cutter and cutting mat 

Neutral piecing thread that matches your lights (not Quilting thread) 

Scissors 

Seam ripper 

Pins 

Fabric pencil or mechanical pencil  

12 ½” Square quilters ruler (optional) 

6 1/2” x 24 1/2” quilters ruler or similar size plus smaller ruler for 

smaller cuts (bring your bloc-locs) 

Fabrics used in the quilt sample are from Marcus Fabrics.  

See second page. 

 

Finished Size 50" x 66" 

 

Kits are available at In Between Stitches or choose your own 

fabric selection! 

Plus 

3 1/4 Backing 

60" x 76" of batting 
 
First class, we will do review precision piecing and paper piecing of the Fireflies and New York Beauty. 
 

Optional Supplies 

2 packages of 8 1/2" x 11" fusible web pages to use in an inkjet copy machine such as "HeatnBond Ez-Print Lite" (not featherweight)  

or 1 yard double sided fusible web for appliqué   

Coordinating threads for appliqué top stitching 

 

Program overview: 
Month One - begin with mastering accuracy with a pieced block; first row, third block, with Sawtooth stars. 
 

Month Two - have fun with paper piecing fireflies and pieced Bear Paw blocks; third row, second block. 

 

Month Three  - adding a little applique to a Fox Chase block; second row, first block.  

 

Month Four -  enjoy the applique on a Sleeping Fox; fourth row, first block. 

 

Month Five -  split this Masked Bandit appliqué block with a pieced column, third row, first and third block positions. 
 

Month Six -  back to piecing the Summer Winds block; third row, third block  

 

Month Seven - don't wake the Slumbering Bear! Appliqué his head and body; fourth row, second block. 

 

Month Eight -  nestled together, appliqué the Snuggling Love Birds; second row, third block. 

 
Month Nine -  round off your skill set with a lovely New York Beauty block that represent the back end of the sleeping bear; fourth row, third block. 

 

Month Ten -  delight in the Snoozing Squirrel appliqué; first row, first block.  

 

Month Eleven - finally appliqué the Night Watchman. Use Dresden petals for his tail and double Dresden petals for his wings, as well as piecing Sawtooth blocks; first row, first 

block. 

 

Month Twelve - finish up with piecing the Trunk block; second row, second block, plus adding the sashing and borders. 

 



 


